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Energy-efficient retrofitting of office buildings

Per-Erik Nilsson, Stefan Aronsson, Lennart Jagemar
CITIASU, Ascheberysgøtan 55, 5-41133 Göteborg Sweden

Abstract

A number of energy-saving retrofit measures are simulated on a base-case building situated in Stockholm, Sweden. The

base-case building is modelled on an existing building, and data for the thermal resistance of the building envelope as well

as data for internal heat gains, are derived from the actual building. The retrofit measures studied range from single measures

carried out on the HvAð system or on the building envelope, to combined measures carried out on the HVAC system and

,i" r¡gn,¡ng system simultaneously. Sensitivity analyses using an alternatively designed base-case building, have also been carried

<,ut. ihe simulation results show that substantial energSl savings can be achieved'

Kc¡+tords: Energr savings; Retrofitting measures; Office buildings
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l. Introduction

This article is based on selected parts of a report
in the CADDET Analysis Series [1]. CADDET (Centre

for the Analysis and Dissemination of Demonstrated
Enerry Technologies) is an international network spon-

sored by 14 International Energy Agency (IEA) coun-
tries which develops, analyses and exchanges infor-
mation on demonstrations of energy-saving technologies
for all end-use sectors. The CADDET Analysis Support
Unit (CASU) canies out analyses for CADDET re-
garding energl technologies in buildings and industrial
processes.

All office buildings need to be refurbished during
their lifetime, often more than once. The comprehensive
nature of many refurbishments is a response to a number
of factors, including the normal ageing process of the
building and its equipment, changes in the requirements
of building occupants, and the development of new
technologies which offer advantages justiSing the re-
placement of those already operative in the building.
Although energy efficiency is not usually the prime
motive for major refurbishment, a project of this type
does offer opportunities for substantial energy-related
improvements. Whether or not energy-saving measures
are retrofitted during the refurbishment of office build-
tngs depends on two important issues:

' levels of current energy use, as determined by an
energr audit;. reliable estimates of likely future savings.

This article focuses on the latter issue. It examines

various energl-saving measures that can be retrottted
to existing buildings and, using simulation techniques,

it assesses the effectiveness of those measures in re-

ducing energli consumption. During the simulations,
various retrofit options have been compared to a base-

case building. The same retrofit measures have also

been carried out for an alternative base-case building.
From an enetry point of view, building perfonnance

is quite complex. This is particularly evident in office

buiidings whère the thermal interactions between the

building structure, the indoor air, internal heat loads

and solar radiation result in continuous fluctuations in
heat surplus or he¿t deficit.

The complexity of the enerry balance often makes

it quite difficult to produce reliable estimates of the

compound effect of a certain measure or combination
of measures. In order to avoid one-sided assessments,

any analysis of the effect of energy conservation meas-

ures must be based on the total energy balance of the
building. That energl balance consists of three main

components:
o the degree of control of the building's climate that

is achieved by the heating, ventilation and air-con-
ditioning (HVAC) system;

o heat generation within the building;
o heat flow through the building envelope.

The retrofit measures studied have been carried out
within each of these three main enerry balance com-
ponents. A presentation is given below of the building
which has been used as the base-case building. Then
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a description is given of the applied retrofit measures
examined and, finally, the results of the study are
presented together with a discussion. Together with
the final results, an alternative base-case building is

described and the results obtained using this as the
base-case building are presented and compared to the
results obtained for the original base-case building.
Carriers's Hourly Analysis Program ([IAP), version2.02,
has been used for all simulations.

2. Base-case building

The building chosen as a model for the base-case

building is an existing building [2]. The retrofit measures
studied in this paper are based on retrofit measures
identified in a number of demonstration projects and
presented in Ref. [1].

2.1. Clirnate

The base-case building is situated in Stockholm,
Sweden, which has a climate as described in Table 1

and Figs. I and 2.

2.2. Walls, roof and windows

The building layout and orientation is shown in Fig.
3. It comprises eight floors and has a total floor area
of approx. 15 700 m'. Room height is 2.7 m. Each floor
is an open-plan office, with both personnel and office
equipment evenly distributed over the floor area.

The building which, from a heat storage point of
view, is regarded as being of heavyweight construction
(high heat storage capacity), has light-coloured exterior
walls with an average [.I-value as high as 1.6 Wm2 K.
The roof is dark and has a U-value of 0.7 Wm2 K.
The windows are of double-pane, bronze-plated, heat-
absorbing/reflecting glass. This type of window has a
U-value of.2.l Wm2 K and a shading coefficient of
0.4. The air infiltration rate is 0.24 air changes per
hour (or 0.18 Vs m2 floor area) throughout the year.

Table 1

Location and climate design parameters [3]
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2.3. Intemal heat gains

The internal heat gains in this study are divided into
lighting, miscellaneous equipment and people, all heat
gains are regarded as being evenly spread over the
floor area of the entire building. The average lighting
density is 29.9 Wlmz.Allowing tor a 25Vo ballast loss,

lighting density totals 37.4 Wm2. The lighting schedules

used are shown in Fig. 4.

Heat gained from miscellaneous equipment for all
simulation runs is put at 5 Wm2. The schedule used

for miscellaneous equipment is the same as for people
(Fig. s).

During the daytime, 450 persons work in the building.
They all perform normal office tasks and contribute 72

W of sensible heat and 60 W of latent heat per person

to the internal heat gains. The personnel occupancy

schedule used is shown in Fig. 5.

3. IMC system

The base-case HVAC system is an all-air constant
volume (CAV) reheat system with variable temperature
(Fig. 6.). The warmest zone in the building is used as

a reference for resetting the central air temperature.
Perimeter heating is by hydronic baseboard radiators
which are controlled by room temperature thermostats.
No economizer control or recovery heat exchanger is
installed. The supply airflow is designed to maintain
the room temperature at cooling set point.

The main characteristics of the system are summarized
as:
o outdoor airflow: three different ratios of outdoor

airflow to supply airflow are studied: (ventilation air)
\00Vo, 50Vo and 20Vo

. supply airflow: 4.46 Us m2 or 6.4 air changes per hour

. supply aír temperature (Iow limit): 15'C

. minimum roorn ternperature: (heating set point); 21
OC

. maximurn roonT temperantre: (cooling set point): 25
oc

o specific fan power: 3 kW(m%), which is obtained
by having a farVdrive/motor efficiency of. 50%
(60Vox90%x92Vo), typical for a centrifugal fan

equippedwith an impellerwith forward curved blades,

Heating design
dry bulb
temperature
cc)

Cooling design
dry bulb
temperature
cc)

Cooling design

wet bulb
temperature

cc)

I-ocation latitude
(dee)

Average annual
dry bulb
temperature

cc)

Average annual
wet bulb
temperature

fc)

- 17.8 25.3 17.7 59.7 6.2 4.2
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Fig. 2. Design day horizontal solar irradiation [3].
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64.8 m 17.6 m

Fig. 3. Base-case building layout and orientation [2]

and a total pressure rise of L500 Pa, of which 900

Pa is for the supply air fan and 600 Pa for the return
air fan.

During periods of occupancy, the supply and return
air fans operate continuously to provide a constânt air
volume rate. When cooling is needed, the supply air
temperature is controlled to maintain the zone at the
cooling set point. When heating is required, supply air
at neutral temperature is provided. Hydronic baseboard

radiators in the rooms provide the necessary heating'
When neither cooling nor heating is called for, the

system provides supply air at neutral temperature and

the temperature in the rooms fluctuates bet'ween cooling
and heating set points (25 "C aîd 2l "C respectively).

During periods with no occupansy, when cooling is
needed, the fans operate to provide a constant air
volume rate, and the supply temperature is varied, as

above. When heating is required, the fans shut off and

the baseboard radiators provide the heating. When
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Fig. 4. Lighting schedules used in the base-case building. IOOVo is equivalent to 37.4 W/m2
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Fig. 5. Personnel occupancy schedule in the base-case building. lNVo is equivalent to 450 persons.
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a CAV system with three different return-air ratios
(0%, 50Vo and 80Vo). The ûrst retrofit step is to im-
plement an economizer cycle control, controlled by dry
bulb temperatures both in the ambient and return air,
respectively. The second step is to remodel into a VAV
system using VAV boxes with dampers at the supply
air terminals, and using central dampers to ensure
constant static pressure control of the old fans equipped
with forward-curved blades. The resulting "VAV, old
fan" system has a constant supply air temperature. The
third step increases the efficienry of the VAV system
by replacing the old fans with new ones equipped with
backward-curved blades and adjustable speed drives
(by frequency inverters). This is defined as a "VAV,
new fan" system.

4.2. Combined measures

The ûrst combination of retrofit measures studied
involves the reduced lighting measure combined with
a series of HVACmeasures. The resulting annual energy
savings are simulated for four different HVAC systems.
The lighting measure has been combined with the
different types of HVAC system because the latter's
performance with respect to the removal of surplus
heat from the building influences the energy savings
achieved. Combined retrofit measures have also been
examined for walls and windows, again in combination
with the four different HVAC systems. The various
combined options are suûlmarized in Table 2.

The first retrofit measure with reduced lighting density
and with no adjustment of the IIVAC system results
in excessive flow rates in the CAV systems. The VAV
systems, on the other hand, automatically reduce the
airflow rates to a lower level, albeit with a somewhat
lower fan efficiency in the case of the "VAV, old fan"
alternative. In the second retrofit measure with reduced
lighting density, the airflow rates are adjusted by chang-
ing the fan belt drive. This procedure allows full energy
savingB to be achieved from the reduced lighting mea-
sure, when a CAV system is in use. The same step
should also be taken to maximize the benefits if a VAV
system with poor fan control ("VAV, old fan") is in
use.
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Fig. 6. Schematic design of the base-case building CAV system.

neither cooling nor heating is required, both the fans
and the baseboard radiators shut down.

4. Simulated retrofit measures

4.1. Single measures

The simulated measures presented in this article are,
as mentioned above, carried out on the internal heat
gains, in the form of lighting, on the building envelope
and on the HVAC system.

The lighting retrofit measure leads to a reduction in
lighting density from 29.9 Wm2 to 13.9 Wm2 (with
the lighting schedule unaltered). Ballast losses remain
at 25Vo and are added to the lighting density when
describing total internal heat generation.

Building envelope retrofit measures are carried out
on walls and windows. The effect of decreasing the
average U-value for the exterior walls from 'l-.6 Wlm2
K to L Wm2 K has been examined (in practice, this
reduced U-value is achieved by increasing the wall
insulation). Also the effect of an alternative window
type with a U-value of 1.9 Wm2 K and shading coefficient
of 0.39, has been studied (these new window values
correspond to a three-pane window with light-coloured
venetian blinds between the two inner panes).

The retrofit measures applied to the HVAC system
are simulated in such an order that it is possible to
follow the steps as in a retrofitting sequence. As men-
tioned earlier, the base-case FIVAC system consists of

H
c

thermostot
Zone
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'lable 2

Combined simulated retrofit measures

HVAC sYstem Retrofit measure

CAV return afu SOVo

CAV with economizer

VAV, old fan

VAV, new fan

Reduced lighting,
with no
adjustment
of the HVAC system

Reduced lighting,
with the I{vAc
system adjusted

Improved
windows

Improved
walls
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5. Results

The diagrams showing the simulation results give the
enerry needs for the HVAC system divided into heating
and cooling needs, as well as electricity requirements.
'Ihese needs have to be met by the HVAC system in
order to maintain the thermal indoor climate of the
office building. The electricity requirements are divided
into electricity for supply and return air fans, and
electricity for chillers. The annual coefficient of per-
formance of the chillers is 3. Consequently, the electricity
needs of the chillers become the FIVAC cooling re-
quirement divided by 3. Other electricity requirements
such as those for lighting and office equipment are
cxamined below, when studying total building energJ
use.

5.1. Retrofit measures on the HVAC systenx

In Stockholm, 'free' cooling can, to large extent, be
uscd to cool the building (when the ambient temperature
is lower than the required supply air temperature). On
the other hand, the need for heating is considerable
because the ventilation air has to be heated for most
of the year, especially with a HVAC system with 07o
return air and no air-to-air heat exchanger between
the return and supply air streams ("CAV return air
0o/o"),

As can be seen from Fig. 7, the heating requirement
that has to be provided by the HVAC system is con-
siderably greater for most HVAC alternatives than the

150 - 'Heating 
need

Cooling need

amount of cooling required by the system. In these
cases it might be worthwhile considering retrofrt meas-
ures designed to reduce the heating requirements.

In most of the I{VAC systems studied, the need for
mechanical cooling is limited, which is why retrofit
measures designed to make the production of cooling
more efficient normally give only marginal results. The
limited number of systems with large mechanical cooling
requirements, especially two of the CAV systems, should
preferably be retroûtted into another type of HVAC
system.

The electricity requirement for the fans is quite high
and, in some of the systems studied, this requirement
is the dominant one. Retroflt measures on the fans
and air ducts will, consequently, result in considerable
savings.

The pattern of energy need is quite clear for the
first three base-case CAV systems in Fig. 7. The first
system, with ÙVo return air (equal to 1.00Vo outdoor
air), shows a considerable heating requirement and
only a limited need for machine cooling because of
the low ambient temperatures. The third system, with
80Vo return air, shows the opposite requirements as

regards heating and machine cooling because only 20Vo
of the air volume is outdoor air. The fans in the latter
system also have a greater electricity requirement be-
cause the HVAC system has to operate more -during
unoccupied periods. As expected, the second system,
with 50Vo return air, shows energl needs which lie in
between those of the other two systems.

H
Chiller electricity
Fan electricity

new

-100

return return return with eco- old
-150 air0o/o air50o/o -- -*-åir80%.- - - --nomizer--.---fan

r
$

Fig' 7. Enerry requirements after the application of retrofit measu¡es to the HVAC system.

fan
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The most common HVAC system in old office build-

ings in Stockholm is probably the first base-case system,

"CAV return air 07o",which has a considerable heating

requirement. Such systems are normally improved by

adãing air-to-air heat exchangers: these make use of
the wãrm exhaust air to warm up the cold intake air

from outside. The result is approximately the same as

for the "CAV with economizer" system. The heating

requirement is considerably reduced but, at the same

time, total fan electricity needs in the HVAC system

show a substantial increase.
By altering the "CAV with economizer" system to

one with variable air volume flow controlled by dampers

or with frequency inverters, the electricity requirements

for the fans are reduced. The first VAV system with
a constant supply air temperature and damper control,

"VAV, old fan", shows a dramatic reduction in fan

electricity requirements. At the same time, however,

there is an increased demand for heating because of
the higher fan efficiency which reduces the temperature
rise of the air when passing the fan (the airflow passing

the fan is not heated as much by the fan as is the
case where the fan has a lower efficiency)' There is

also an increased demand for cooling because of the

low constant supply air temperature, and also because

of lack of economizer advantages in the VAV system

duringwarm summerweather. The second VAV system,

with a constant supply air temperature and a new

adjustable-speed-controlled fan, "VAV, new fan", shows

an even more dramatic reduction in fan electricity
requirements. At the same time, there is an increased

demand for heating because of increased fan efficiency.

Retrofitting into either of these two systems reduces

total electricity requirements to a level below that of
the initial system.

P.-8. Nilsson et al. / Energt and Buildings 21 (1994) 175-185

Retrofitting from

HVAC system. A correct adjustment leads to a reduction

in electricity both for fan operation and for cooling

equipment (the design airflow rate is 6.4 ait changes

pér hour before airflow reduction and 4'4 air changes

per hour afterwards).
If, however, the base-case building is fitted from the

start with a "VAV, ne\ry fan" system, the lighting retrofit
measure reduces total IIVAC electricity needs but

significantly increases the heating requirements. The

overall result is an increase in total HVAC energy

needs (these figures exclude the direct electricity for
lighting). Changes in the HVAC system energy re-

quirements due to the improved windows measure as

well as the improved exterior walls measure, are small

for all four IWAC system alternatives.

5.3. Total building energl use after retrofiting

The total building energl needs comprise the energy

requirements of the HVAC system and electricity needs

for lighting and office equipment. Service hot water

consumption is normally negligible in office buildings,

which is the reason why the energy needs for service

hot water production are þored here. Electricity re-

quirements for lighting and ofice equipment are cal-

culated as shown below (1.25 is the lighting ballast

factor which includes ballast losses):
o electricity requirements for ffice equipment:

L0 hldayx}S0 days/yearX5 Wm2:12.5 kWh/m2 yr
o electricity requirements for lighting, base case:

tl hl day x250 daysffr x 29.9 W lm2 x1.25 : 103 kWh/
m'yr

o electricity requirements for Wting, after reduced light@
measure:
11 hlday x250 daysfr x L3.9 Wm2 x 1.25 : 48 kwh/
mt yr
The total building enerry needs consist of the cal-

culated energy requirements shown above, together with

Table 3

Electricity requirements for the HVAC system and for the total

building when different retrofit measures weÍe applied

5.2. Combined retrofit measures

As described earlier, one energy-saving retrofit mea-

sure applied to the window, one to the exterior wall
and one to the lighting system have been simulated
for four different I{VAC systems to determine their
influence on system operation.

The results arising from retrofit measures applied to
the lighting system are given both before and after
airflow adjustment. For both VAV systems, this ad-
justment will take place automatically, albeit with a

somewhat lower fan efficiency in the case of the "VAV,
old fan" alternative. For the two CAV systems the

consequences of altering the lighting system without
adjusting the airflows can clearþ be seen'

Fig. 8 shows the simulation results for all combinations
studied. Fig. 8 shows, for both CAV alternatives studied,
that it is absolutely essential to adjust the airflow rates

after altering the lighting system, in order to achieve

the maximum possible electricity savings within the

HVAC electricity
requirements
(ktWtVm'?yr)

Total building
electricity
requirements
(kWhL/m2 yr)

Before After Before After

15

30

130"CAV ¡eturn air 8OVo"

to "VAV, new fan"

Base-case lighting to
reduced lighting with
"CAV retum air $OVo"

Base-case lighting to
reduced lighting with
"VAV, new fan"
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ot

r5

208

208

1306

90

70
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the energy requirements of the simulated HVAC system.
these needs are presented in heating versus electricity
diagrams to show the results for the retrofit measures
carried out. Table 3 comprises the electricity require-
ments both for the IryAC system alone and for the
total building (HVAC system, lighting and office equip-
ment). The results for the combinedmeasures containing
improvenents of the building envelope are excluded
below, owing to the small changes in energy needs they
gave rise to.

Fig. 9 shows the total building energy needs for the
building, with retrofit measures applied to both the
HVAC system and the lighting system. Between the
"CAV return air 80Vo" and "VAV, new fan" systems,
the two other F{VAC systems studied are shown. Two
lines for lighting retrofit measures have been drawn,
starting from the two extreme HVAC systems. These
show each HVAC system's influence on the energy
savings achieved by the lighting system alterations.

Altering the "CAV return air 80Vo" system to a
"VAV, nJw fan" system reduces electricity requirements

Chiller electricity
Fan electricity

by 78 kWh/m' to 130 kWh/m2, while heating needs
increase by 9 kWh/m2 to 33 kWh/m2.

When the reduced lighting retrofit measure is applied
to the "CAV return air 80Vo" system, only half of the
potential electricity savings are achieved if the airflows
in the HVAC system are not rebalanced. After re-
balancing, however, the electricity requirements fall by
118 kWh/m2 to 90 kWh/m2, while the heating needs
increase by 30 kWh/m2 to 53 kWh/m2. If the building
is equipped instead with the "VAV, new fan" system,
the electricity requirements fall immediately by around
60 kWh/m2 to 70 kWh/m2 when the lighting density is
reduced, while the heating demand increases by 25
kWlVm2 to 58 kWm2. In this case the HVAC system
itself adjusts the airflow to the new requirements after
the retrofit.

6. Sensitivity analysis - alternative base-case
building

The simulations discussed, so far, are based on a
base-case building which has an insulation standard

¡*---]r;
I : .--r-l

Fig. 8. Enerry requirements after combined ¡etrofit measures have been applied to the windows, walls and lighting system of the base-case
building.
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Fig. 9. Totâl building energy needs.

The alternative base-case building studied is similar

to the original base-case building apart from the changes

examined below.
o windows: U-value:3.I Wm2 K; shading coefficient

:0.6 (changed from U-value:2.1' Wlrrf K; shading

coefficient:0.4)
. tight@ density: I3.9 Wlmz K (compared to 29.9 Wl

m'K)
The total internal heat gain from lighting and office

equipment is now 13.9x'1.25+5:22 Wlm'
o-atr ffiItratíon:0.48 air changes/hour or 0.36 litres/s

m2 (floor area) (compared to 0.24 ait changes/hour)'

100 200

Tot. building electricity needs (k\Â/tt/m2,yr)

300

with poor walls but good windows while, at the same

time, it has quite substantial internal heat gains due

to the high lþhting density. This results in a limited

heating demand but large cooling requirements' Even

though the main focus of this paper is on this type of
office building and energy-saving retrofit measures car-

ried out therein, it can be of interest to look at another

type of office building.
What happens if the average overall insulation stan-

dard is poorer than is the case for the original base-

case building, and the internal heat gains at the same

time are coniiderably lower? One of these 'low internal

heat gain offices' is examined below.

6. 1. Altemative base-case building

infiltration rate from 0.48 to 0.24 air changes per

hour.

'i,¡

. improued windows: this measure includes window

,"plu""*".rt, reducing the U-value to 2.1Wm2 K
uid ttt" shading coefficient to 0.4, and also draught-

proofing, reducing the air infiltration rate from 0'48

to 0.24 air changes Per hour.
o reduced lighting: this measure consists of a reduction

in lighting density to 8 Wm2. The total internal heat

gain from lighting and office equipment is then

B x 1.25 + 5:15 Wm'.
. improaed HVAC systenx: the initial HVAC system

wiin CeV and a return air ratio of ÙVo or 80Vo

("CAV return air }Vo" or "CAV return air 80Vo")

is altered to an efficient VAV system ("VAV, new

fan").
As was the case for the original base-case building,

the retrofit measures on the building envelope and

lighting were first applied to the building, leaving the

H-VAC system unaltered. The next step was to apply

the same retrofit measures in combination with the

improved HVAC system. The reduced lighting measure

is iimulated both before and after airflow adjustment'

6.3. Results of the IIVAC retrofrt measures øpplied to

the altemative bøse-case building

All three HVAC systems presented in Fig' 1'0 have'

as might be expected, higher heating requirements anc

loweineeds for both cooling and electricity comparec

with the original base-case building. The increase ir
heating requirements is the result of a lower interna

heat génerãtion combined with increased thermal losse

though the building envelope. The reduction in elec

tricity requirements results mainly from the reduce¡

periód of fan operation and the lower airflows (al

6.2. Simulated retrofit measures

The energy-savings retrofit measures simulated for
the alternative base-case building are the following:
. improued waII: this measure includes exterior wall

iniulation, giving a reduction in U-value from 1'6 to
1.0 Wm2 K and draught-proofing, reducing the air
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Fig. 10. Energy requirements after retrofit measures have been applied to the HVAC system of the alternative base-case building.
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three systems are all-air systems). However, the relative
changes in energy requirements when changing from
one HVAC system to another are about the same as

for the original base-case building.
The "VAV, new fan" system seems to be the most

beneficial of the three systems, even though it has

somewhat higher heating requirements than the "CAV
rcturn air 80Vo system": electricity requirements are
considerably lower than for the other systems.

Fig. 11 shows the simulation results of improving the
walls, improving the windows or reducing the lighting
density. The results are presented for two of the HVAC
systems.

"CAV retum air 800/0" sAstem: by improving the
walls, heating needs are reduced with this system,
however, the cooling requirements increase somewhat
with a resulting slight increase in electricity need.
Improved windows reduce both the thermal heat flow
through the building envelope and solar radiation
through the windows into the building. This reduces
the needs for heating and cooling and, consequently,
also for electricity. Reducingthe lighting density further
reduces the cooling needs and therefore the electricity
requirements, but at the expense of a substantial
increase in heating requirements. However, a fair
judgement of the lighting retrofit measure must also
take into account the direct electricity savings of the
lighting system itself. This is further discussed in
coqjunction v¡ith Fig. 12.

"VAV, neut fe,n" sAstenx: if this system is installed,
the electricþ requirements are low before any retrofit
measures are applied; the energy-saving retrofit meas-
ures therefore orùy maxginally influence electricity
consumption. The same pattern ca¡r be seen for this
HVAC system as for the "CAV return air 8070" system.
Heating requirements a¡e lowest for the improved

windows measure, and greatest forthe reduced lighting
density measure.

As mentioned above, to judge the lighting retroflt
measure more accurately, direct savings by the lighting
system must also be taken into account. this is done
below, where total building electricity requirements
are compared with the heating needs of different IIVAC
systems and combinations.

6.4. Total enet&l needs of the altemative base-case

building, after retrofitting

Total building energy needs consist of the energy
requirements of the HVAC system and electricity re-
quirements for lighting and office equipment. Electricity
requirements for lighting and equipment are calculated
as:
o electricity requirements for office equipment:

10 hldayxZ5O days/yearX5 flm2:12.5 kWh/m2 yr
o electricity requírements for lightingbeþre hghting retortt

measure:
l1.hldayx250 days/year x 13.9 Wm2 x 1.25:48 kwh/
m'yr

o electricity requirements for hghting after lightíng retrofit
ïTeasure'.

1.1. hldayx25O daysfearx 8 Wm2x L25:27.5 kV,lhl
mt yr.
Total building energJ requirements are presented in

a heating vs. electricity diagram to show the results of
these combinations of retrofit measures.

If starting with the "CAV return air 80Vo" system
and if electricity savings are the priority, the greatest
savings would be achieved either by changing to the
"VAV, new fan" system or by reducing the lighting
density. Both measures, however, increase heating re-
quirements. If, instead, the windows are improved, both
heating and electricity requirements fall (even though

)
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the reduction is smaller than for the other two measures).
Improving the walls by extra insulation reduces the
need for heating, although the electricity requirements
increase somewhat.

If applying energy-saving retrofit measures to a build-
ing already equipped with a "VAV, new fan" system,
the only measure studied which saves electricity is the
reduced lighting density measure (although heating
requirements are increased). Improving the walls or
windows leads to a reduction in heating requirements,
with electricity needs remaining approximately the same.

7. Discussion

Simulations of the various energy-saving retroût meas-
ures applied to the HVAC system show that the option
that offers the greatest reduction in electricity con-
sumption for fans and chillers is the "VAV, new fan"
system.

-improved- -Reduced-- ,- -
windows lighting
afrer after

air fiow air flow _ _ ^ _ad¡usùnent adjustment

i-l
'L*J
tffi

Chiller electricity
Fan electricity

Measures carried out on the lighting system save

electricity both directly in the lighting system and
indirectly because of the reduced need for cooling (less

electricity for supply and return air fans, and for chillers).
The results of applying retroût measures to the lighting
system show the importance of adjusting airflow rates
to the new conditions, when this is not done auto-
matically by the existing HVAC system. For TIVAC
systems with simpler airflow adjustment equipment, an

airflow control after a lighting retrofit is also important.
To exempli$ the two types of energy saving that can

be achieved when altering the lighting system, a com-
parison is made between direct and indirect savings

for the base-case building as follows:

Example: When the base case building is equipped
with a "CAV return air 80Vo" system, every direct kWh/

-50 - - --No-
measufes

-lmproved-
walls

I
1

L

Fig. 11. Energr requirements after improvements to the wall and windows, and after the application of reduced lighting retrofit measures in
the alternative base-case building.

ì. li l:
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Fig. 12. Total energy requirements for the alternative base-case building'

150

give a more significant reduction in energy needs.

Improving the walls by extra insulation reduces the
heating requirements, although electricity requirements
remain approximately the same. Replacing the windows
reduces the needs for both heating and electricity. The
electricity reduction results mainly from savings in fan
electricity.

The alternative base-case building is quite similar to
residential buildings in terms of the retrofit measures

needed, since most of the energy requirements are for
heating.

However, before any energJ-saving retrofit measures

are applied to a building, it is important to conduct
an energy audit. If this audit is properly carried out
it will, for instance, ascertain any inaccuracies in the
HVAC control system which give rise to poor per-

formance. It is important to know about such inac-
curacies and, when necessary, to make adjustments
before deciding on the energy-saving retrofit measures

to be applied.
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m2 yr of electricity saved by the lighting system is
accompanied by another 1.15 kWh/mt yt of indirect
savings of electricity after proper adjustment of the

airflows. If the same building is equipped instead with
a "VAV, new fan" system, every direct kWhim2 yr of
electricity saved by the lighting system is accompanied
by ancither 0.45 kWh/m" yt of indirect savings of elec-

tricity.

All retrofit measures carried out to reduce the internal
heat generation in buildings with large annual heat

surpluses give rise to the same type of two-fold saving
as do the lighting retrofits. However, lighting is usually
the dominant internal heat generator.

Possible energy savings in office buildings of this
rather common type are dependent mainly on measures
applied to the HVAC system or to the equipment
responsible for internal heat generation [1]. Improving
the building envelope by adding insulation to walls and/
or roof, or by replacing windows, results in only minor
changes to building energl¡ requirements (the windows
in the original base-case building were, however, of
rather good quality).

A sensitivity study has also been carried out to
investigate what happens if the retrofit measures are
applied instead to a 'poorer'base-case building. Com-
pared to the original base-case building, the alternative
base-case building has windows with a higher U-value
and a lower shading coefficient: it has higher air in-
filtration rates, etc., but a considerably lower level of
internal heat generation. In this simpler type of office
building, measures applied to the building envelope
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